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ABSTRACT
Intelligent Environments bring technology closer to daily life and aim to provide context-sensitive services to
humans in the physical spaces in which they work and live. Some developments have considered the ethical
dimension of these systems; however this is an aspect, which requires further analysis. A literature review shows
that these approaches are rather disconnected from each other, and that they are not making an impact on real
systems being built. This paper summarises the ethical concerns addressed by previous work, highlights other
important concerns, which have been overlooked so far, and proposes a more holistic approach. It explains how
these concerns can be used to guide part of the development process in such a way that Intelligent Environments
being engineered in the future will consider the ethical dimension in practice, not just in theory.
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INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Environments is an area of recent development, and one that shares substantial concepts and objectives
with several other fields of recent emergence, such as ambient intelligence, pervasive and ubiquitous computing,
and ambient assisted living (Augusto et al, 2013a). Intelligent environments are built to assist users to be
independent whilst monitoring their state for a variety of conditions. They utilise a range of embedded devices,
sensors, biometrics and wearable technology.
This paper looks at the extent to which social and ethical issues have been addressed in the existing literature. We
identify the main ethical concerns addressed by previous work as well as highlighting the relevance of other
concerns, which are important but have been overlooked so far. These issues are summarised in section 2 below.
Section 3 focuses on those papers that present a framework for addressing ethical issues. A comparative analysis
of these found disparity amongst them, and, especially concerning for teams developing real systems in this
technical area. Our aim is to translate those findings / key ethical principles into practical action / a methodology
which can transform the discussion at a conceptual level into a real benefit for society. With this in mind, a new,
more practical, system is proposed in section 4, one that includes elements of the existing frameworks that we
have surveyed, but also extends them into the engineering process of creating actual systems. Our method has
been validated by an EU funded research and development inclusion project, POSEIDON. [Augusto et al, 2013b).
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SURVEY OF ETHICAL ISSUES
Privacy is perhaps the single ethical issue of greatest concern in relation to intelligent environments and by far the
most frequently cited issue in the literature surveyed. Concerns about privacy flow from the large amounts of
personal data that are collected, distributed and exchanged in such systems (Aarts, 2004; Wright et al, 2010;
Ikonen et al, 2009). Friedewald et al suggest that AmI increases the amounts of detailed personalized data that is
collected, distributed and stored, much of which is sensitive medical and identification information (Friedewald et
al 2005). This allows decisions to be made on the collected data (Bohn et al, 2004). Van Heerde et al (2006) for
example, note that it is the both high quality and large quantities of data that can be collected that enable the
intelligence of AmI systems, whilst providing privacy challenges, which has the potential for misuse/abuse of this
sensitive information (Friedewald, 2005; Schülke et al, 2010). Wright et al (2010) argue that ambient intelligence
technology violates most existing privacy-protecting borders. Increased connectivity between people and spaces
blurs physical borders such as walls and doors together with remaining always connected, also acknowledged by
Chan et al (2009) as one of the major inhibitors to the adoption and implementation of smart homes.
However, the findings from various projects, with potential user groups, are by no means uniform. Coughlin et al,
for example, found that ageing service providers and policy advocates had ethical considerations for trust and
privacy issues, 24/7 home monitoring and third party use of behavioral data by commercial entities, such as
marketing or insurance companies (Coughlin et al, 2007). However, Van Hoof et al (2011) found that older
respondents were not worried about privacy-related issues, and did not feel watched or monitored but benefits
outweighed concerns (postponing of institutionalisation) afforded by ambient intelligence technologies.
Following on from these privacy concerns, a number of authors have highlighted specific data protection issues.
These include the storage and retention of personal data, access to such data, by third parties, and the risks of
disclosure of sensitive data (Sadri, 2011). This raises issues of confidentiality, trust and informed consent (Sliwa
& Benoist, 2011; Wright et al, 2010) and whether the amount and detail of personal information requested in the
design of such systems is proportionate to their operational needs (Sadri, 2011).
Another set of concerns are the remote monitoring and surveillance capabilities of these technologies through
various sensors. Permanently networked technologies has brought with it new surveillance issues for ethical
architectural design according to Albrechtslund (2007). A number of authors have accordingly raised the spectre
of a “big brother” society where it will be increasingly difficult to be left alone (Schülke et al, 2010; Wright et al,
2010) and the feeling of being under surveillance Langheinrich et al (2004). Similar concerns are raised about
safety and security of intelligent environments (Aarts, 2004; Nixon et al, 2004; Van Hoof et al, 2007; Rashidi,
2012), and a trade-off between security/safety and privacy is recognised (Landau et al, 2010; Sharkey and
Sharkey, 2012).
AmI systems are, generally, distributed systems in which multiple artificial and human agents collaborate and
interact. As artifacts become more autonomous and make human intervention unnecessary, the question arises of
who is responsible if things go wrong and with whom legal liability rests with? (Langheinrich et al, 2004, Bohn et
al, 2004). If the objective of smart environments is invisible technology and natural interaction, do those
technologies and interactions have to be made less invisible and less natural in order to answer users’ concerns,
about privacy, for example? This perhaps is overlooked due to commercial pressure (Augusto, J.C., McCullagh,
P.J., Augusto-Walkden 2011).
Equality of access to technology is another key ethical issue that intersects with broader questions about the
digital divide. Wright et al (2010) and Bohn et al (2004) question whether AmI technology will be universally and
equally available to all potential users, or only to those who can afford them, exacerbating inequalities Brown and
Adams (2007). The incorporation of user perspectives into design and development is widely recognised as one of
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the foremost challenges in creating effective assistive technologies (Oishi et al, 2010; Van Hoof el al, 2011;
Rashidi, 2012). From this literature review, we identify the following seven key areas, around which ethical and
social issues are clustered: - Privacy, Data Protection, Security, Transparency, Autonomy, Equality and Dignity.

REVIEW OF ETHICAL FRAMEWORKS
This section examines those articles from the literature surveyed, which propose a framework for addressing
ethical issues. Common foundations for some of these frameworks are principles drawn from the field of medical
ethics, in particular those proposed by Beauchamp and Childress (2001). This framework consists of four major
principles: - Autonomy, Beneficence, Non-maleficence and Justice, which have been applied by Schulke et al
(2010) and Perry et al (2009). Schulke et al (2010) propose a hierarchy of ethical principles as follows: - Nonharm, Autonomy, Welfare Provision and Equality.
Coeckelbergh (2010) argues that whilst privacy is an important issue, it is not the only one, or even the most
important one. Other healthcare principles, such as the capabilities outlined by Nussbaum (2006) and that include
preservation, restoring, maintenance and enhancement of life, dignity, bodily health and bodily integrity. Ikonen
et al (2009) propose a framework of six principles in their project to design a mobile phone platform for ambient
intelligence applications. These principles were complemented with issues identified by user groups. A set of six
ethical guidelines were generated from this process: - Privacy, Autonomy, Integrity and dignity, Reliability, Einclusion and Benefit to society.
Callaghan et al (2009) categorise intelligent agents in terms of two underlying approaches; end-user programming
(which empowers the user) and autonomous-agent programming (which reduces the cognitive load placed on the
user, but involves less transparency). Callaghan argues that the less understanding of, and control over, their
technological environment that people have, the more resistant or fearful they will be of it (resulting in
technophobia). Ball and Callaghan’s research into users’ views about intelligent environments suggests that
maintaining control or autonomy is a paramount concern, in terms of the freedom of users to make choices for
themselves (Ball and Callaghan, 2011).
While there are many useful elements in these various frameworks, a comparison of the main ethical principles
discussed by them reveals considerable disparity in coverage of the seven major themes identified above. They
incline to be either philosophical or prescriptive at a conceptual level and tend to look at ethical issues in isolation
from the practical process of designing and engineering systems themselves. Lastly, they tend to assume a single
primary user, whereas, in reality, most systems are likely to be implemented in a multi-user environment.
We propose a more holistic framework, which arguably has a greater chance of impacting favourably on the real
world by immersing ethics in the engineering process of creating real, multi-user systems. We outline a
methodology, which enables ethics to be embedded in the core of any system.

eFRIEND FRAMEWORK
While each of the frameworks discussed above have their respective merits, we propose an alternative, more
comprehensive, framework that combines their best elements with principles drawn from our own experience of
engineering systems in this area. These principles are informed by the Intelligent Environments Manifesto
proposed by Augusto et al (2013a) that advocates the development of systems in a manner which is aligned with a
number of explicitly defined priorities. In particular we espouse the following principles:  P3—deliver help according to the needs and preferences of those who are being helped
 P5—preserve the privacy of the user/s
 P6—prioritize safety of the user/s at all times
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P9—adhere to the strict principle that the user is in command and the computer obeys

We propose the following user-centred principles, which we consider fundamental to empower users of intelligent
environment systems. Firstly, non-maleficence and beneficence should be considered as general principles that
should inform the entire development process. We understand non-maleficence, as the principle of not developing
any system that will cause harm, particularly to primary users. Beneficence, we understand, as the principle of
working for the social benefit of users, by increasing their quality of life and, more broadly, for society generally.
Our approach is also fundamentally user-centred whereby the views of various stakeholders, particularly the
users should be a central consideration throughout all the stages of any project. We prioritise the need to identify
and accommodate the preferences and requirements of multiple user groups and stakeholders in any number of
different settings. Potential stakeholders to be considered include; primary users [who may be individuals with
complex social and health care needs]; secondary users [family members, carers and professionals] working in a
range of settings; and tertiary users [those from a broader spectrum of services].
In terms of the seven specific ethical principles outlined in the previous section, we stress the issue of privacy. We
argue that privacy settings and options need be taken into account, and designed into any system, from the
beginning of the development process. Crucially important is the users’ ability to exercise control over
monitoring, tracking and recording activities in intelligent environments, and over the information capture and
dissemination capabilities of any such environments. Emphasis is placed on user ability to specify and adjust
privacy levels for different services. We regard the communication of privacy risks to potential users as a priority,
as well the ability of both primary and secondary users to convey their own privacy requests and preferences to
appreciate the privacy implications of disclosing personal information about themselves together with obtaining
informed consent for any data processing or monitoring as important.
Personal information that is collected and processed from any intelligent environment must comply with relevant
data protection legislation, both in principle and practice, as well as data accessibility, accuracy, relevance and
appropriate use. Users should be able to determine the level of information sharing between tertiary users, and to
specify what personal data can be accessed, and how it can be used and further disclosed by explicit consent. In
multi-user environments this implies being able to effectively distinguish between personal data for various
different purposes, such as health monitoring or user of commercial services. We regard the building into any
system of adequate and appropriate security to be an ethical and professional responsibility, and a key foundation
of user trust and confidence in any intelligent environment. Specially maintaining safety and security for data
collected, processed, stored particularly with wireless devices.
We recognise the importance of autonomy as a key principle and another important foundation of user trust. We
see it as a key requirement of any system to provide its users with the ability to specify and adjust levels of
autonomy, and to reconfigure, customize or override elements of intelligent systems by making agents back off
certain tasks, and allowing the user to take control. In terms of transparency and openness, it is important that
potential users know how services can affect their lives in both positive and negative ways (weaknesses,
limitations and potentially negative consequences). This involves making relatively invisible (monitoring and
surveillance activities) processes more open and visible.
The design and development of any intelligent environment system must take into account the issues of equality,
dignity and inclusiveness of provision. This may involve ensuring the accessibility and affordability of devices,
systems and services to primary user groups. It might also involve designing systems and devices that do not
attempt to substitute for human care, but augment, support and genuinely assist primary users. It also extends to
issues around design and usability, and ensuring social inclusiveness, by accommodating different potential levels
of cognition, competence and technical ability amongst primary users. This should be done in ways that do not
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threaten or undermine the dignity of primary users, for example by stigmatising those with physical or mental
impairments, but reassure and support them.

CONCLUSION
There are a number of fundamental issues that need to be considered when developing ethical frameworks for the
development of intelligent environments. We explicitly identified the main ethical concerns addressed by
previous work as well as highlighting the relevance of other concerns, which are important but have been
overlooked so far. Whilst previous work on the ethical dimension of Intelligent Environments has been valuable,
we have presented a more holistic approach that might influence the area at an engineering level and make a
concrete difference in the real world by benefitting final users more directly. The issues presented are an
interesting challenge for the community to explore more in depth how this ethical framework can be embedded in
other software development methodologies.
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